suffering toward a more desirable state of being is not played out against a static or neutral backdrop of nature, but rather one whose lineaments change in a pattern paralleling the moral development in the drama. In the Agamemnon man is surrounded by a hostile world, "blossoming" with ugliness, evil, and pain under a shower of blood, where flowers are blighted and leaves withered, a world of foul and noxious weather, storms, dreadful darkness, and "terrible light." In the Choephoroi the moral development represented by Orestes is paralleled by the fact that images from vegetative nature are divided between good and evil, while light and darkness, wholesome light and evil light mingle ambiguously, and the action ends with a sudden and unexpected "storm" descending on the house. In the Eumenides earth is seen flowering forth with abundant blessings under a clement sky and protected from blight by the Eumenides; the powers of light and the daughters of Night join in harmony, and night itself becomes truly ev'povr.
Vegetation
Two things are to be noted about vegetation imagery in the trilogy. In the first place, it is used of the sinister growth and proliferation of evil and pain frequently in the Agamemnon, more sporadically in the Choephoroi, and not at all in the Eumenides. Secondly, of the remaining images in this category those in the first play deal almost exclusively with blighted, withered, or dying vegetation, but are gradually replaced in the other two plays, especially in the closing scene of the Eumenides, by images of abundant crops and vegetation protected from harm.
The first of these patterns-the flowering or blossoming of evil-is composed of images which range from such as appear to have been weakened, stock metaphors (e.g., those which simply use the verb p/aardvetv)3 to some of the more startling oxymora of the trilogy. In the Agamemnon the Herald describes the 81 have hesitated to include in this category of metaphors those phrases which simply employ the verb tp6exv (Ag. 169; Cho. 69, 588) which, though used especially of the swelling and teeming of plant life, cannot in the strict sense be called a metaphor when applied outside the area of vegetation.
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Aegean sea as "blossoming with corpses and wrecks" after the storm (659 f.) : Orestes is envisioned by Cassandra as a "mother-killing plant" In the closing scene, Clytemnestra admits that the "harvest" of evils already reaped is a grievous one (1655): 
In the

Weather
The weather imagery in the trilogy is characterized by subtle modulation between the actual and the metaphoric, with an unmistakable pattern of development from unnatural inclemency to clemency.
The pattern is introduced in the opening lines of the Agamemnon with the Watchman observing the stars "that bring Xedia KaC 0Epos to men" (5): "winter and summer" or, another meaning of the same words-" storm and harvest." We are soon to hear of the bitter winters and summers these stars have brought to the Argives at Troy, the storms at Aulis ten years before, the storm which the Argive fleet is to encounter on the Aegean, the bloody storm on the house of Atreus, and the SafrrTvov Otpos (1655), the "grievous harvest" spoken of by Clytemnestra. At Aulis, despite Calchas' prayer, the army was The thunderbold of a more benign Zeus stays under lock; it is not required (828 f.).
In studied contrast to the hostility of the elements emphasized in the Agamemnon and in the first stasimon of the Choephoroi, the climax of the Eumenides presents a vision of favorable winds working in combination with the other three elements, earth, fire, and water, to benefit the life of man (903- 590. Note also that a beneficial Spdaoo replaces the uncomfortable dew and the "dew of blood" in the Agamemnon.) Harmful winds, like those which at Aulis wore away the flower of Argos, and excessive heat, like that which oppressed the Argives at Troy, are to be kept from the land by the Eumenides (938).
Light and Darkness Like weather imagery, the imagery of light and darkness, of day and night, is a skillful blend of the actual and the metaphoric. The pattern is characterized in the first play by a corruption of light as the natural symbol of life, joy, and safety 14 into a symbol of vengeance, death, and destruction, while in the last play it assumes its wholesome connotation, and darkness, which throughout the first two plays had been synonymous with the adverse and the sinister, becomes, like the Erinyes, a symbol of the benevolent and the gracious. The theme of moral ambiguity in the Choephoroi is supported by the image of shadowy obscurity (aKOTOS) which dominates that play.
The Agamemnon begins in the actual darkness before dawn and moves into daylight, but on the moral plane darkness prevails: this day, in Clytemnestra's words, is the child of the previous night (265, 279)-like its parent it will be dark with destruction; the evil thing which, as the chorus suspects, is about to occur is "shrouded in night" (WKTrpE0ES, 460), and they can only "mutter in darkness" (vro aKOTO /8pE',t, 1030); the "light in the night" (4s 'v evbpopv, 522) which, according one riding a swan, the other a sea monster. These goddesses have been thought to be wind divinities.
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